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Geoffrey chaucer biography london oil prices produce higher jet fuel
costs raising the cost of travel, and so on. Writing tasks involving
cause and effect analysis usually take one of two forms explaining
how a known cause produces specific effects; explaining how specific
effects are produced by a previously unknown cause (which the writer
has discovered).

The second type of analysis is commonly referred to as root-cause
analysis. The first type of analysis geoffrey chaucer biography
london what the technology and privacy topic requires. To argue that
certain conditions will lead to other conditions (that the geoffrey
chaucer biography london of privacy will lead to something else),
first the writer needs to define clearly what those conditions are, and
then the writer needs to make clear how those conditions lead to other
conditions.
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Finally, the writer needs to explain what this cause-and-effect
relationship means. This type of essay then has five parts (not
paragraphs. In this first part of the analysis, the writer needs to
provide enough detail for the reader so the reader can understand the
present situation. In addition, the writer needs geoffrey chaucer
biography london focus the description of the situation in such a
way as to prepare for the "effect" that the writer is arguing for.

In this second part of the analysis, the writer needs to walk the reader
geoffrey chaucer biography london the logical steps the writer has
used to move from cause to effect. For example, if the writer argues
that loss of privacy leads to loss of individual freedom, the writer
needs to explain carefully how privacy and freedom are linked. So
perhaps the writer might claim that privacy allows an individual to be
free from the observation of others.

With our privacy becoming increasingly limited by surveillance, we
are no longer free from the observation of others. If we believe that
we are always being watched, we will probably change our behavior
and be less willing to take chances or act independently. If we feel we
cannot act independently then we are no longer free.

So if the writer is arguing that loss of privacy geoffrey chaucer
biography london to loss of freedom, in this part the writer might
speculate one what might happen if this trend towards further loss of
privacy continues. In addition, the writer might describe some of the
specific actions we can take to safeguard our existing privacy, or how
legislation might provide such safeguards. What the specific effect is
(or effects are) How we get from the specific conditions to the
specific effects Specific illustrations of these effects How these
specific illustrations are representative of (can stand geoffrey chaucer
biography london for) others In this second part of the analysis, the
writer needs to walk the reader through the logical steps the writer
has used to move from cause to effect.



Traveling Literacies Multilingual Writing on the Move Abstract This
essay explores the lived literacy experiences of four multilingual
immigrant writers in the US, showing first, how they have moved
their literacy practices among multiple languages andlocations in the
world, and second, how these practices have been destabilized and
redefined by the social contexts they have met along the way.

Aiming to unsettle the assumed durability ofliteracy practices on the
move, the essay argues that multilingual literacy practices do indeed
travel with writers across locations and languages, but to uncertain
effect. These multilingualpractices appear to be too contingent on
social dynamics to be easily accessed and deployed.

Thus, even when writers migrate with fully developed multilingual
repertoires-including fluency in English-they do not always
experience the social mobility often promised. Negotiating
Translingual Literacy An Enactment Abstract This article argues that
an understanding of writing as translingual requires a shift to a
different orientation to literacy-i. Drawing from teacher research
informed by an ethnographic perspective, the study identifies four
types of negotiation strategies adopted by writers to code-mesh and
readers to interpret texts envoicing, recontextualization, interaction,
and entextualization.

Envoicing strategies set the conditions for negotiation, as it is a
consideration of voice that motivates writers to decide the extent and
nature of code-meshing; recontextualization strategies prepare the
ground for negotiation; interactional strategies are adopted to co-
construct meaning; and entextualization strategies reveal the temporal
and spatial shaping of the text to facilitate and respond to these
negotiations.

The analysis points to the value of a dialogical pedagogy that can
further develop the negotiation strategies students already bring to the
classroom. Observational and interview data analysis revealed



literacy practices in the migrant camps that reflected their lives of
bureaucratic regulation, family and community relationships, and
spirituality in the migrant camps.

Participant observation in the Migrant Head Start program revealed a
school-based focus on only surface features of early geoffrey
chaucer biography london, delivered in an unfamiliar language and
reflecting culturally specific beliefs and values about literacy practice
that did not match those of most of the children. Analysis also
revealed the ways that literacy practice among the migrant
farmworkers moved and changed as the individual life experiences of
the families changed, particularly in relation to increased geographic
permanence over time.

Keywords Education, Elementary, Teacher Research, Urban
EducationForum Toward a Restorative English Education Abstract In
this essay I argue for a Restorative English Education-that is, a
pedagogy of possibilities that employs literature and writing to seek
justice and restore (and, in some cases, create) peace that reaches
beyond the classroom walls. All rights reserved in all media.
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For many students who enrol in the profession of nursing, it is
difficult to get a grip on the different terminologies, names of
processes and their practical importance for a few months.

Have you learnt something new today. Or do you wish we could
improve your intranet experience. Developing these intranet pages
will be ongoing and, if you share your view and ideas, it will help us
to continue to improve this important resource for the benefit of the
entire University community. We also welcome your comments on
university internal communications in general. Email the team or pick
up the phone 0121 414 6680. You can also tweet us.
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Whichever way you decide to get in touch we look forward to
hearing what you have to say. If you have a technical question you
can contact our IT colleagues as they are much better at that stuff than
we are. Introduction Examining the question Organising geoffrey
chaucer biography london relevant material Making an essay plan
Producing a rough geoffrey chaucer biography london Developing
key points in paragraphs Writing up your essay Introduction A good
essay will answer the question by covering all relevant points include
references in support of arguments be well structured, with clear links
geoffrey chaucer biography london paragraphs You can easily lose
marks by including irrelevant information, not required by the
question failing to answer all parts of the question basing arguments
only on personal opinion rather than on a sound knowledge of the
range geoffrey chaucer biography london evidence available There
are six stages to writing a good essay Examining the question
Geoffrey chaucer biography london the relevant material Making a
plan Producing a rough draft Developing key points in paragraphs
Writing up the essay Examining the question Read the question two or
three times.

Ask yourself What are the key issues and central questions. What is
the assignment looking for. What is it asking me to do. Check the
exact wording Highlight words that tell you the approach to take in
one colour. Highlight words that help you to focus on the subject
matter in another colour Organising the relevant material You need to
be clear about the purpose of the essay, and to work out what the
most important issues are. Try writing down the question on a piece
of card and using this as a bookmark whilst reading a chapter or an
article.

Make topic headings and note relevant page numbers under these
headings as you come across them. Highlight parts of photocopied
texts and make notes in the margin to remind yourself why you think
this section is important. Making an essay plan When reading the
relevant texts you will have noted down possible points to include in



your essay. The basic steps in constructing a plan are Decide on your
main points Select the sub points, examples, illustrations and details
that support your main points Put them in a suitable order Think of a
way to introduce the essay - make sure it enables the reader to see the
direction your essay will take Think of a way to conclude the essay.

Make sure you have included relevant information only. Think about
what you have been asked in your title. Take care to define any terms
used - avoid dictionary definitions, which are not context-specific.

Producing a rough draft Producing a rough draft is valuable as you
can leave your work for a short while and return to it later to identify
which parts are satisfactory and which are not.

The opening sentence usually acts as a mini title, presenting the key
point to be discussed. Or, you can vary the order - you could
introduce your key point first with a reference and then follow this up
with an explanation Then, you may wish to critically assess or
question your key point, for example "However, geoffrey chaucer
biography london definition of anti-oppressive practice does not
embrace differing cultural values. You could introduce your next key
point at the end of a paragraph "Therefore, a child-centred approach
is a fundamental requirement of assessment strategy.
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